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Abstract—The energy efficiency of future networks is becoming a significant and urgent issue, calling for greener network designs.
However, the increasing complexity in network structure and resource space lead to growing problem scales and coupled resource
dimensions, which bring great challenges in obtaining a joint solution in optimizing the energy efficiency. In this paper, we develop a
multi-dimensional network model on the basis of tuple-links associated with transmission patterns (TPs) and formulate the optimization
problem as a TP based scheduling problem which jointly solves transmission scheduling, routing, power control, radio, and channel
assignment. In order to tackle the complexity issues, we propose a novel algorithm by exploiting the delay column generation technique to
decompose the coupled problem into recursively solving a master problem for scheduling and a sub-problem for power allocation. Further,
we theoretically prove that the performance gap between the proposed algorithm and the optimum is upper bounded by that for the
sub-problem solution, where the latter is derived by solving a relaxed version of the sub-problem. Numerical results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the multi-dimensional framework and the benefit of the proposed joint optimization in improving network energy efficiency.
Index Terms—Multi-radio multi-channel networks, optimization, resource allocation, energy efficiency
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efficiency of next generation wireless networks is
a critical and urgent issue. The key to improving energy
efficiency of wireless networks relies on configuring and
allocating various network resources in temporal, spatial,
spectral and power dimensions in terms of routing, link
scheduling, channel allocation and power control. Generally, different network resources are coupled such that
they cannot be determined independently for optimal performance, which demands a joint optimization solution.
What’s more, in order to meet the rapidly growing traffic
demands, wireless networks are evolving into more and
more complex structures and hence large scales of joint optimization problems. Obtaining a joint optimization solution
over wireless networks becomes a challenging issue, which
motivated us to develop more efficient solutions.
Many wireless networks can be abstracted as that each
network node has multiple radio interfaces operating on
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multiple available wireless channels, yielding the generic
multi-radio multi-channel (MR-MC) network model with
multi-dimensional resource space [1], [2], [3]. With this
model for the joint optimization problem, the optimization
variable can be viewed as a compound of multiple resource
allocation strategies, including selection of transmitters and
receivers for transmission links, radio and channel assignment, transmit power control, routing and link scheduling.
The existing studies on energy-efficient networking in
MR-MC wireless networks have addressed the joint optimization issues over different dimensions, but a generic joint
optimization solution over the whole multi-dimensional
space (especially when power control is involved) is still
not available, to the best of our knowledge. Radio/channel
assignment and transmission scheduling in MR-MC wireless networks have been studied with the objective to maximize network capacity [4], [5], [6], [7]. Specifically, protocol
interference model is widely adopted to characterize the
interferences among links as a conflict graph, over which
independent set based scheduling is then used to facilitate a
linear programming (LP) based formulation [8], [9], [10].
However, such a model simplifies transmission links to be
either deactivated or activated with fixed transmit power,
which can neither model dynamic power assignment nor
accurately reflect the practical interference magnitude. The
more realistic signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
based physical interference model can model transmission
interferences under the power control. Link scheduling for
capacity optimization under the physical interference model
has been studied in [11], [12], [13], but is limited to singlechannel scenarios. How to incorporate physical interference
model based power control into multi-dimensional resource
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space so as to provide energy-efficient joint scheduling and
power control solution remains a challenging issue.
It has been known that the optimal transmission scheduling problem in wireless networks is NP hard [14], [15], [16],
[17], let alone the more complicated problem of energyefficient joint scheduling and power control. To this end,
we apply the tuple-link based multi-dimensional network
model [6], with which the joint allocation over multidimensional resource space is reduced to the scheduling of
tuple-links. Further, we propose a new concept of transmission pattern (TP) which integrates both scheduling and power
control to facilitate LP formulation of the joint optimization
problem. A TP is defined as a vector of transmit power
assignment of all the tuple-links in the network. In a TP, the
SINR at the receiver of each tuple-link can be calculated
based on the power allocation of all the tuple-links so that
the transmission capacity of the tuple-link can be determined
according to the Shannon-Hartley equation. Therefore, a TP
characterizes a possible transmission state in the network,
including the resource allocation information across all
the dimensions. By considering discretized transmit power
levels, the joint scheduling and power assignment problem
in the multi-dimensional resource space can be ultimately
transformed into a scheduling problem of a finite number of
TPs, which facilitates an LP formulation. This TP based
scheduling problem is formulated in a similar manner as
that of independent set based scheduling [3], [6], but is compatible with physical interference model and flexible power
allocation. The solution to the TP based optimization provides joint scheduling and power control, as well as the
resource allocation on all the other resource dimensions.
The TP based scheduling transforms the NP hardness
into an extremely large problem scale due to exponentially
many possible patterns, thus exponentially many decision
variables. We then exploit a decomposition based approach
by leveraging delay column generation (DCG), which starts
with an initial subset of TPs and then gradually adding new
TPs that can improve the objective value. The DCG based
method repeatedly solves a master problem and a sub-problem, where the master problem performs scheduling on existing TPs and the sub-problem searches for a new entering TP
by solving a maximum utility problem. We further reveal that
the sub-problem is indeed to find the most energy-efficient TP
according to the information extracted from the existing TPs,
and show that it is equivalent to finding the optimal power
allocation over tuple-links. Thus the joint optimization problem is decomposed into an iterative procedure combining
scheduling phase and power control phase, while optimality
remains intact during the decomposition.
As solving the sub-problem still incurs high computational complexity in searching over the entire TP space,
we further propose a greedy algorithm to solve the subproblem efficiently. Moreover, through theoretical analysis,
we prove that the performance gap between the achieved
and optimal solutions is upper bounded by the gap achieved
in solving the sub-problem, which can be derived by solving
a relaxed sub-problem.
Some preliminary results appeared in [18] focused on the
simple single-hop scenario where per-link traffic demand
was explicitly specified in the optimization formulation.
This paper extends the framework to generic multi-hop scenarios with multiple commodity flows. The obtained joint
solution further provides routing information in a way that
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the source to destination paths for each commodity flow are
implied by the obtained schedule of the links. In addition,
a new modeling method and the concept of interference
coefficient is introduced in this paper which seamlessly
integrates radio conflict and co-channel interference.
Further, in solving the sub-problem, a greedy algorithm is
proposed in this paper instead of the learning based algorithm in [18] for higher computational efficiency.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1)

We transform the joint scheduling and power control
problem for wireless network energy efficiency optimization in the multi-dimensional resource space
into a TP based scheduling problem and formulate
it as an LP.
2) To solve the large-scale TP scheduling problem,
we exploit a decomposition approach by leveraging
the DCG technique that decomposes the optimization
problem into scheduling (master problem) and
energy-efficient TP selection (sub-problem), and reveal
the physical meaning of the decomposition. Further,
we propose a greedy algorithm to efficiently solve the
NP hard sub-problem.
3) We theoretically prove that the performance gap of
the original problem’s solution is bounded by that of
the sub-problem, and derive the latter by formulating
and solving a relaxed version of the sub-problem.
4) We present numerical results to demonstrate the
energy efficiency improvement of joint scheduling
and power control, and analyze how the allocations
of multi-dimensional resources affect the energy efficiency in the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews more related work. Section 3 describes the
system model and problem formulation. Section 4 presents
the decomposition framework and algorithm, with the
performance bound of the proposed algorithm analyzed in
Section 5. Section 6 presents numerical results, and Section 7
gives the conclusion remarks.
Notations. Throughout this paper, we use jAj to denote
the size of set A. Boldfaced capital letters are used to denote
matrices, while boldfaced lower-case letters are used to
denote vectors. All the vectors are column vectors by
default, and the transpose of a matrix A is denoted as A0 .
Table 1 summarizes the main notations used in this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Energy-efficient wireless networking has gained great
attention in the literature, especially for networks with
multi-dimensional resource space such as heterogeneous
networks [19], cognitive radio networks [20], [21], [22] and
networks with device-to-device communications [23], [24].
Resource allocation for heterogeneous cognitive radio
network is studied in [19], where a Stackelberg game
approach is adopted with gradient based iteration algorithm as a solution. Channel assignment and power control
are investigated in [20] which aims to maximize energy
efficiency of cognitive radio networks and maps the optimization problem to a maximum matching problem. Similarly,
a joint solution of channel and power allocation is proposed
in [21], with the objective of maximizing overall network
throughput. In that paper, physical interference model is
applied and the problem is solved by formulating a
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TABLE 1
Notations
N
C
R; Rv
P

qðÞ
l, L
gl
glm
a, A
ta
pl;a , rl;a
u; U; u~

node set
set of channels
radio set, radio set of node v
set of available power levels
flow commodity
demand of commodity 
tuple-link, set of all tuple-links
SINR of tuple-link l
generalized interference coefficient between l and m
TP, set of all TPs
portion of transmission time assigned to TP a
transmit power, capacity of link l achieved in TP a
link utility, system utility, utopian utility

bargaining based cooperative game. The work in [22] investigates the joint optimization of spectrum and energy efficiency
in cognitive networks with power and subchannel allocation,
where the authors propose a tradeoff metric based problem
transformation and exploiting convex problem structure.
In [23], an energy efficiency maximization problem is formulated as a non-convex program, which is then transformed
into a convex optimization problem with nonlinear fractional
programming. The authors in [24] consider joint radio and
power allocation for energy efficiency optimization, and
develop an auction game based approach. The above works
focus on specific network scenarios or configurations, which
could not be applied to generic MR-MC networks with multidimensional resource spaces. Furthermore, as most of them
focus on channel and power allocation, joint optimizations
incorporating link scheduling has not been well studied.
In [25], the problem of energy efficiency optimization in
MR-MC networks is considered to derive radio/channel
assignment and scheduling solutions for optimal energy
efficiency under the requirement of full network capacity.
A similar approach is adopted in [26] to minimize energy
consumption with guaranteed capacity requirement.
The problem is solved with a decomposed approach due to
the large scale solution space. While these works take protocol interference model to simplify the scheduling problem,
the more realistic physical interference model is applied in
[27] for a joint scheduling and radio configuration problem.
However, power control is not accounted, i.e., they all use
fixed transmit power in the formulation.
To take power allocation into resource allocation, the
authors in [28] propose an algorithm to jointly allocate channel and power with a utility based learning method in a
decentralized manner. The utility is characterized by the
transmission rate achieved by links and the solution can
maximize the sum rate of links, but without considering
energy cost. For energy efficiency optimization, a joint cell
selection and power allocation problem for heterogeneous
networks is formulated in [29] and solved with a Lagrange
dual based method, where the proposed model does not
apply to generic multi-dimensional resource space. The
work in [30] proposes a two-step approach which first fixes
transmit power to solve for scheduling and then optimizes
the transmit power on the solved scheduling solution. However, such a decomposition will lead to sub-optimality since
scheduling and power control are indeed solved separately.
A joint solution of scheduling, channel allocation and power
control is proposed in [31], but the achievable data rate on
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links is assumed constant. This model cannot fully reflect
the link capability, since the latter is characterized by the
real-time SINR at the receiver. In sum, in the literature, a
joint optimization solution towards energy efficient networking over the multi-dimensional resource space including routing, link scheduling, radio/channel assignment and
power allocation has not been fully investigated, which is
then to be studied in this paper.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 Network Model
Consider a generic MR-MC network with node set N . Each
node v 2 N is equipped with one or multiple radio interfaces which are denoted as radio set Rv . Define the set of all
radios in the network as R, thus R ¼ [v2N Rv . For each
radio, all the other nodes’ radios within its maximum transmission range are defined as its neighbors. For a nonisolated node, each of its radios can set up transmission
links to all its neighbors. Denote the maximum transmit
power of a radio as pmax , and assume that the transmit
power of each radio takes value from a discrete set of power
levels P. There is a number of non-overlapping channels
available to each radio. We denote all the channels as set C.
We consider a slot-based model, which means the network
is static within a time slot such that all the network parameters remain unchanged during this slot.
The objective is to minimize the total energy consumption in the network under traffic demand requirement.
Denote the set of multiple commodity flows as f1; . . . ;
; . . . ; Lg. Each flow  is specified by its corresponding
source-destination node pair and flow demand. Therefore,
it requires to jointly address: routing, link scheduling, radio
and channel assignments, and transmit power control. In
this optimization, the scheduling problem is to select transmission links and decide the transmission time for them. It
can be seen that the joint optimization problem involves
both continuous and discrete decision variables, making it a
mixed-integer problem which is known of high complexity.
In what follows, we present a tuple-link based framework
to remodel the network, which facilitates an LP formulation
and problem decomposition.
A tuple-link is defined as a combined resource allocation
for a transmission indicating the transmitter radio, the
receiver radio1 and the operating channel [3]. Denote L as
the set of all the tuple-links in the network. Tuple-link only
exists when there exists a corresponding physical link
(between a radio and its neighbor); a physical link can be
mapped to multiple tuple-links. Fig. 1 gives an example of
tuple-links between two nodes, where Node 1 has two
radios, Node 2 has one radio, and 2 channels are available.
As shown by the dash lines, there exist 8 tuple-links specified by different transmitters, receivers or channels.
With this tuple-link based framework, the above optimization problem becomes to jointly solve scheduling and
power control of the tuple-links since radio and channel
assignment is encapsulated into tuple-link selection. In the
rest of this paper, we use “link” to stand for “tuple-link”
unless stated otherwise.
In a wireless network, links may suffer from interference
from other concurrent transmitting links. In this paper, we
1. Tuple-link is directional since the transmitter and receiver are
specified.
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optimization problem can be formulated without additional
radio constraints.2

Fig. 1. Tuple-link example.

consider physical interference model, in which the capacity
of a link can be characterized by the SINR at the receiver.
For a link l 2 L, the received SINR is defined as
gl ¼

g l pl
gl pl
¼P
;
2
Il þ s 2
m2Lnl gml pm þ s

8
< qðÞ ;
ðÞ
qi ,
qðÞ ;
:
0;

(1)

if i is the source node of flow
if i is the destination node of flow 
otherwise:

ðÞ

where gl , pl , Il , s 2 denote the link gain, transmit power,
received interference and the noise power, respectively. Particularly, gml is used to characterize the strength of interference from m to l, to be discussed in details in the following.
The capacity (maximum achievable transmission rate) of
link l can be expressed as
rl ¼ Bl log 2 ð1 þ g l Þ;

3.2 Optimization Problem Formulation
Considering the conflicting objectives of throughput enhancement and energy saving, we will take a multi-objective
optimization approach, which is to keep one objective
and transform the other one to constraint [26], [32], [33].
Particularly, the energy efficiency is optimized by minimizing
the total energy consumption in the network while satisfying
flow demands of multiple commodities.
Suppose the demand of commodity flow  is qðÞ . To
specify the source and destination of each flow, define
ðÞ
ðÞ
demand vector qðÞ ¼ ðq1 ; . . . ; qjN j Þ0 as

(2)

where Bl is the corresponding channel bandwidth of l.
The link gain of l is given as gl ¼ rðdl Þ, where dl is the distance between l’s transmitter and receiver and rðÞ is a function of dl (e.g., the path loss function). Similarly, gml ¼
rðdml Þ if l and m transmit in the same channel with dml as
the distance from m’s transmitter to l’s receiver. Notice that
two links on different channels will not generate co-channel
interference to each other and in this case gml ¼ 0. Besides
co-channel interference, two links may not work simultaneously due to radio conflict. For example, two links cannot
share the same transmitter radio for simultaneous transmissions. The radio conflict is usually expressed as integer constraints in optimization problems [27], [31] or
considered separately aside from other resource allocation [18]. In order to facilitate linear programming, we
extend the definition of gml to cover the radio conflict
relationship, and specifically redefine it as interference
coefficient. We apply a very large interference coefficient
between links sharing the same radio. For example, if l
and m have the same transmitter radio, then we may set
gml ¼ 1. Assume all the radios in the network are halfduplex, and at any time a radio interface can be occupied
by at most one link for transmission. In this case, the interference coefficient can be defined as

Denote fl as flow rate for commodity  on link l, then
ðÞ
ðÞ
f ¼ ðf1 ; . . . ; fjLj Þ0 is the flow vector of commodity  on
all the links. Since flow rate is defined for each link, it can be
related to nodes with an jN j by jLj node-flow incident
matrix H, whose entries are defined as
ðÞ

8
< 1;
1;
hij ,
:
0;

if link j carries outgoing flow from node i
if link j carries incoming flow to node i
otherwise.

Based on the above definition, the flow balance constraints for each commodity can be expressed as
HfðÞ ¼ qðÞ ;

 ¼ 1; . . . ; L:

(3)

8
rðdml Þ; if l and m use different radios
>
>
>
>
and are on the same channel;
<
0;
if l and m use different radios
gml ,
>
>
and are on different channels;
>
>
:
1;
if l and m share one or two radios:

Generally, a link may use different transmit power at different time such that the mutual interference among links
can be dynamically coordinated and the transmission rate
can be adjusted. At a time instance, the transmit power levels of all the tuple-links form a transmission pattern. A TP
implies the transmission state of all the links in the network,
including which radios and channels are being used as well
as the corresponding transmit power and link capacity.
Recall that the scheduling problem we defined is to decide
when and how long the links should transmit such that the
flow demands can be satisfied with minimum energy consumption. Therefore, with the concept of TP introduced, the
problem of joint scheduling and power control becomes to
select TPs and decide transmission time for them.
Since the sets of links and transmit power levels are
finite, the total number of possible TPs is finite. In each TP,
if a link is assigned a non-zero transmit power level, the
tuple-link is considered to be active. Let A be the set of all
TPs in the network. Denote the portion of transmission time
assigned to pattern a as ta . Let the transmit power and the
capacity of link l achieved in pattern a be pl;a and rl;a ,
respectively. Since each TP defines the transmit power levels of all links, rl;a can be expressed as a function of pl;a ,
which is

where 1 stands for a significantly large number. According
to this definition, the SINR expression in (1) is able to characterize both the radio conflict and interference, thus the

2. The generalized radio conflict model can adapt to other network
scenarios that have different types of radio constraints by correspondingly adjusting the values in the definition.
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Since part of the transmission time of pattern a1 is rescheduled to pattern a2 while the latter has less power
consumption, the new solution will consume less power
compared to the original one, which means the original
solution is not optimal and contradicts the assumption.
u
t
This completes the proof.3

!

gl pl;a
:
2
m2Lnl gml pm;a þ s

rl;a ¼ Bl log 2 1 þ P

(4)

Accordingly, the total traffic rate (including all commodities) on link l is bounded as
X ðÞ X
fl ¼
fl 
rl;a ta ; 8l 2 L
(5)
2L

X

a2A

Then, with all the constraints in equality, we can rewrite the
optimization problem into standard matrix form as follows:

Problem 1 (Original problem in matrix form).

ta ¼ 1:

(6)

a2A

min

c0 x

s:t:

Ax ¼ b

x

Thus, the energy-efficient resource allocation problem can
be formulated as a TP based scheduling problem to minimize
power consumption while satisfying flow demand, i.e.,

Problem 1 (Original optimization problem).
XX
min
E¼
pl;a ta
ðÞ
ffl ;ta g

s:t:

ðÞ

 0;

ta  0;

x  0;
ð1Þ0

with x ¼ ðf

8l 2 L;

 ¼ 1; . . . ; L

8a 2 A:

(8)
(9)

b ¼ ðq
c¼

fl ¼

X

rl;a t0a :

(11)
(12)

a2A

Under the new schedule, the capacity of other links will
not be reduced while the inequality on link l will become
equality, which means (5) still holds and the new schedule is a feasible solution.

H

..

.

H
   IjLj

ð1Þ0

ðLÞ0

;...;q

01ðjLjLÞ ;

X
l2L

1



C

C

C

C

C

C

 R C
A

1

; 01jLj ; 1Þ0
pl;1 ; . . . ;

X

!0
pl;jAj

l2L

where R is the jLj  jAj link capacity matrix with entries rl;a .
Notice that the non-zero entries in c correspond to the energy
consumption of TPs.

Lemma 1. In the optimal solution of Problem 1, constraint (5)
will reach equality.
Proof. The lemma can be proved by contradiction. Suppose
with the optimal solution, constraint (5) does not
reach equality, i.e., there exists a link l such that fl <
P
a2A rl;a ta . We call such a link over-scheduled, which
indicates some pattern is providing more than necessary
capacity to link l. Since fl is non-negative, there must exist
a pattern a1 with rl;a1 ta1 > 0 (pl;a1 > 0).
Then, we look for a pattern a2 that has smaller
capacity on l but no lower rate on the other links. In other
words, a2 should satisfy 0  rl;a2 < rl;a1 and rm;a2 
rm;a1 ; 8m 6¼ l. It can be seen that any pattern with a lower
power level on l and same levels on the other links
applies. Since pl;a1 > 0, we can always find such patterns. Notice that a2 has less power consumption than a1 .
The equality on link l can be achieved by removing
the over-scheduled capacity on link l, which can be done
by moving part of the traffic load from a1 to a2 . In other
words, the equality can be achieved by designing a new
schedule that moves a portion of ta1 to ta2 . Such a new
schedule ft0a g can be obtained by solving
(10)
t0a1 þ t0a2 ¼ ta1 þ ta2

; t1 ; . . . ; tjAj Þ0 and

1jAj

ðÞ

¼ ta ; 8a 2 A n fa1 ; a2 g

;...;f

B
B
B
B
A¼B
B
B I
@ jLj

The optimization variables are flow variables fl , as well as
transmission time portion ta assigned to TPs. The objective function in (7) stands for the total power consumption which is the
summation of power consumption over all the links in all TPs.

t0a

ðLÞ0

0

(7)

a2A l2L

constraints ð3Þ; ð4Þ; ð5Þ; ð6Þ
fl
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Remark 1. Although there are some standard algorithms
for solving LPs, e.g., Ellipsoid and simplex, to run such
algorithms requires complete information of the constraint matrix A. In our case, such algorithms may
become infeasible due to the practical difficulty in preparing the matrix A in advance. It is impractical, in either
computation time or storage space, to list all those transmission patterns in advance. Without the constraint
matrix A in advance, standard algorithms such as
simplex, interior point, and ellipsoid method cannot be
applied to solve the problem.
Remark 2. The number of patterns grows exponentially
with the number of links (i.e., tuple-links) in the network,
leading to exponentially many columns in the constraint
matrix A. In this sense, the LP formulation does not
change the NP-hard nature of the wireless network
scheduling problem, but can allow the convenience to
design efficient approximation algorithms.

4

DECOMPOSITION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we develop a decomposed method to iteratively solve Problem 1. All the problems rendered in the
decomposition process are summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2.
3. The physical meaning of Lemma 1 is that whenever there is an
over-scheduled link l, we can always adjust the scheduling to remove
the redundant capacity by averaging out the traffic load from a current
pattern to others with smaller capacity on l.
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TABLE 2
Summarization of Optimization Problems
Problem 1
Description
Complexity (original)
Optimal solution
Proposed solution
Algorithm
Complexity (proposed)
Bound

original problem
2

2

jPjjLj  jPjðjN j jRv j jCjÞ
E
E^
Algorithm 2
iterative with LP
lower bounded (Theorem 1)

Problem 2

Problem 3

master problem
NA
E ðkÞ
E ðkÞ
any LP algorithm
LP with moderate size
optimally solved

sub-problem
jLj2 jPjjLj
U
U^

relaxed sub-problem
NA
U~
U~

Algorithm 1
jPjjLj3
upper bounded (Theorem 2 and 3 )

Algorithm 3
jRj
optimally solved

Intuitively, not all the TPs will contribute to flow delivery
and there is no need to allocate transmission time to TPs
with little contribution. Our experiments in tuple-link
scheduling [6], [9] also indicate that only a subset of A will
be scheduled. In other words, instead of considering all the
patterns in A, we only need to find and schedule the critical
ones. To this end, we develop a decomposition technique
based on delayed column generation [9] to iteratively find
such a subset of critical TPs.

4.1 DCG-Based Decomposition
According to the matrix form of Problem 1, the size of the
left half of constraint matrix A is determined by the network
topology, while each column in the right half corresponds to
a TP. Therefore the number of scheduled TPs is equal to
the number of columns in the right half of A. Starting from
an initial feasible solution obtained from a small subset of
A, the DCG method iteratively searches for new columns
(or equivalently TPs) that are promising in improving the
objective.
Let AðkÞ denote the subset of TPs already found at the
beginning of Step k. In Step k, the optimal solution with
given AðkÞ can be obtained by solving the following master
problem:
Problem 2 (Master Problem).
min
ðÞ

ffl

s:t:

E

ðkÞ

fl ¼

ðÞ
fl

X

a2AðkÞ

l2L

¼

;ta g

X

X

¼

2L

X

X

!
pl;a ta ;

rl;a ta

8l 2 L

(13)

Problem 2 (Master problem in matrix form).
0

min cðkÞ xðkÞ
xðkÞ

s:t:

P
P
where c ¼ ð01ðjLjLÞ ; l2L pl;1 ; . . . ; l2L pl;jAðkÞ j Þ and x ¼
0
0
ðfð1Þ ; . . . ; fðLÞ ; t1 ; . . . ; tjAðkÞ j Þ0 . In the master problem, AðkÞ has
the same number of rows as A but much fewer columns than A.
The above master problem can be easily solved if the subset AðkÞ is of moderate size. The solution of the master problem provides the scheduling time tðkÞ
a for each pattern a in
AðkÞ along with the dual variable vector wðkÞ associated with
the constraints (where wðkÞ is obtained by solving the dual
problem of Problem 2). The next problem is to search for a
new column Ai to be added into AðkÞ to generate Aðkþ1Þ ,
which can improve the objective of the optimization problem. In DCG algorithm, such an improvement is evaluated
0
by the reduced cost ci  wðkÞ Ai where i denotes the index
of the new column [34]. If a column is associated with negative reduced cost, then adding this column will improve the
objective value.
Since the added columns only correspond to the right
half of constraint matrix, it can be observed that adding a
column is equivalent to adding a new pattern a, whose
improvement4 can be evaluated as
¼0þ

ta  0; 8a 2 AðkÞ
constraints ð3Þ; ð8Þ:
Or in matrix form,

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed joint optimization framework.

X

0
wðkÞ Aa ðkÞca
ðkÞ
wl rl;a þ w0 

l2L

a2AðkÞ

ta ¼ 1

AðkÞ xðkÞ ¼ b
xðkÞ  0;

(14)

¼

(15)

a2AðkÞ

Problem 3R

X

ðkÞ
wl rl;a



 pl;a þ

1

X
l2L

ðkÞ
w0 ;

pl;a

(17)
(18)

l2L
ðkÞ

(16)

where wl is the dual variable corresponding to the l’th row
ðkÞ
of matrix RðkÞ in AðkÞ (entry rl;a ) and w0 is the dual variable
associated with the last row of A.
ðkÞ
Define the term wl rl;a  pl;a as the utility of link l in
pattern a, and the utility sum of all the links as system utility
U ðkÞ . The utility of each link consists of the contribution to
flow traffic and the power cost, where the flow contribution
of a link is further determined by both the link capacity rl;a
ðkÞ
and the dual variable wl . The expression of utility function
ðkÞ
wl rl;a  pl;a indicates that it should have the same unit as
ðkÞ
pl;a , which is power, while wl acts as a price factor to convert throughput into welfare.
4. We use the additive inverse of reduced cost as a measurement of
the performance improvement to keep consistency with the later definition of utility.
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A new TP will be added to AðkÞ if it maximizes the
ðkÞ
improvement in (18). Since w0 is a constant independent of
the TP to be added in Step k for a given AðkÞ , it can be
ignored during pattern selection. Then selecting a new TP is
equivalent to solving the following problem:

Problem 3 (Sub-Problem).
max

a2AnAðkÞ

UaðkÞ ¼

X


ðkÞ
wl rl;a  pl;a :

(19)

l2L

Since energy efficiency is a compound of both the benefit in flow contribution and cost in power consumption,
the expression in (19) naturally provides an evaluation
function of a TP with these considerations. Therefore, the
sub-problem can be interpreted as to search for the most
energy-efficient TP, which is evaluated by the corresponding system utility. As mentioned previously, the
system utility shares the same unit as that of power,
which indicates that the objectives in sub-problem and
original problem are consistent in unit. The new TP,
if found, is then added to AðkÞ to form Aðkþ1Þ . The master
problem is then updated and solved to provide a new set
of solutions. The process is repeated until no improvement can be made (or no column can be added), i.e.,
0
wðkÞ Ai  ci  0; 8i. Then, the standard DCG theory
shows that the current solution will be the optimal solution of Problem 1 [34].
The physical meaning behind the DCG decomposition
can be explained as follows. We search for energy efficient
TPs to perform scheduling, where the energy efficiency of
TPs depends on the information obtained from current solution. Each time solving the master problem will provide an
updated evaluation on all the links regarding their capabilities in satisfying traffic demand based on their performance
in existing TPs, and such an evaluation is conveyed through
ðkÞ
dual variables wl . Then according to this evaluation, the
most energy efficient TP that can maximize the system utility
is searched and fed back to the master problem. With this
new information, links will be re-evaluated through solving
the updated master problem. Repeating these steps will provide more and more accurate evaluations on the energy efficiency of TPs and therefore approach the optimal solution.
According to the definition of TP, finding a TP is equivalent to finding a power allocation over all the links. In
this sense, the proposed framework can be interpreted as
decomposing the original problem into scheduling phase
(master problem) and power allocation phase (sub-problem).
Optimality remains intact during the decomposition process
by iteratively solving the two phases. Thus, with the multidimensional modeling, TP based scheduling and DCG based
decomposition, the joint optimal solution over all dimensions of network resources can be obtained.

4.2 Initial Solution
It is usually difficult to find an initial subset of A that can
yield feasible solution. However, even if the initial solution
is infeasible, we can still find new columns based on the
dual variables, and the newly added columns can potentially drive the iteration to yield a feasible solution. Thus,
even starting from an infeasible solution, the feasibility will
be restored in several rounds, providing that the original
Problem 1 is feasible. Based on this, the initial subset can be
constructed with randomly selected TPs. However, if a link
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is not included in the initial subset, then the link will probably never be evaluated or involved into the problem. Taken
this issue into consideration, we need to cover every link in
the initial subset. In addition, the constraint matrix should
have full row rank [34]. Based on these, the initial subset
can be set by choosing jLj TPs where each TP has exactly
one unique link activated. In this way, we can get a diagonal
matrix R and matrix A will have full row rank.

Remark 3. Theoretically, if the sub-problem can be solved
optimally, the iterative process of DCG method will
finally converge to the optimal solution of Problem 1 [34].
In our model, the sub-problem is to find a TP with maximum utility, which is done by searching over all the
unused patterns. Again, due to the large size of TPs in the
network (jAj), it becomes computationally impractical to
search over all the patterns to obtain the optimal solution.
Therefore, we propose a light-weight greedy algorithm to
approximately solve the sub-problem.
4.3 Greedy Algorithm for Solving the Sub-Problem
As previously mentioned, a TP is defined as a power allocation on all the links, therefore it is equivalent to finding an
optimal power allocation on links to maximize the system
utility (the superscript indicating number of rounds is omitted in this section since the sub-problem is solved within
one round)
X
X
ul ¼
wl rl  pl :
(20)
max U ¼
fpl g

l2L

l2L

Power allocation on links with the objective of maximizing system utility is a challenging problem since the utilities
of links are mutually dependent. Even if the utility of each
link is fixed, the problem is still NP hard (which can be
viewed as a maximum weighted independent set problem
under physical interference model as in [11]). To obtain a
practically feasible solution, we develop a greedy algorithm
to find the optimal power allocation.
The greedy power allocation is done by starting with allzero power allocation and gradually activating (assigning
positive power levels to) links until the system utility no
longer increases. Whether an inactive link can be activated
depends on its contribution to the system utility. Among all
the inactive links, the one with the largest contribution will
be activated.
The details of the greedy algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. Denote the set of active links and inactive links as
S a and S i , respectively. At each step, the algorithm evaluates all the inactive links and selects one into the active set.
According to Eq. (1) and the definition of utility, the utility
of each link can be written as a function of its transmit
power pl and active link set S
ul ¼ ul ðpl ; SÞ
¼ wl rl  pl
¼ wl Bl log 2

g l pl
1þP
2
m2Snflg gml pm þ s

!

(21)
 pl :

Each inactive link first calculates a myopic optimal power
level p^l that maximizes its own utility assuming that the
power levels of all the other links keep unchanged. p^l can be
obtained by calculating the utilities at all possible power
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levels and choosing the one that gives maximum utility.
Then it calculates the change of system utility DUl if it is activated by using power p^l
DUl ¼ ul ð^
pl ; S a Þ þ

X
m2S a

um ðpm ; S a [ flgÞ 

X

um ðpm ; S a Þ; (22)

m2S a

Algorithm 2. Decomposition Algorithm for Problem 1
Initial transmission pattern set Að0Þ ;
k=0;
while E ðkÞ < E ðk1Þ do
//Master stage:
Update master problem (Problem 2) with current TPs AðkÞ ;
Solve master problem to obtain energy E ðkÞ and dual variables wðkÞ ;
//Sub-problem stage:
Solve the sub-problem (Problem 3) using Algorithm 1 to
obtain a new TP a (with the power allocation) and U^ (to
calculate performance bound);
0
if wðkÞ Aa  ca > 0 then
Add the new TP to AðkÞ and obtain Aðkþ1Þ ;
k
k þ 1;
Go to master stage;
else
break;
end
end
E^ ¼ E ðkÞ ;
Output: E^ as the approximate solution of Problem 1.

Algorithm 1. Greedy Algorithm for Problem 3

4.4 Complexity Analysis
Each utility computation (as in Eq. (21)) incurs a complexity
in the order of jS a j. Within each iteration of the greedy algorithm, each inactive link in S i will perform jPj utility computations to find the optimal power level and at most 2jS a j
utility computations (as in Eq. (22)) to calculate the effect on
other links. As a result, each iteration requires a total number
of ðjPj þ 2jS a jÞjS i jjS a j computations to evaluate the contributions of all the inactive links, plus jLj computations to perform
sorting. The iteration will be repeated by jS a j times, leading to
a total complexity of ½ðjPj þ 2jS a jÞjS i jjS a j þ jLj jS a j.
In practice, there can be at most jRj=2 links actived
simultaneously due to radio conflict. Therefore in the result
of the algorithm we will have jS a j  jRj=2. In addition,
jS i j  jLj. Based on this, the computation complexity is in
the order of ðjRj þ jPjÞjRj2 jLj. Further, jRj is usually less
than jLj. Therefore the greedy algorithm’s complexity will
be in the order of jPjjLj3 .
Since the number of TPs is jPjjLj and the complexity of
calculating system utility of each TP is jLj2 , the complexity
of brute force searching over the entire space to find maximum utility TP is jLj2 jPjjLj , which is significantly higher
than that by Algorithm 1.
5.  can be set to 0, or positive if we want to terminate the algorithm
earlier when the contribution of adding a new link is very small.
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4.5 Algorithm Design
With the decomposition framework and the greedy algorithm, we can now design the decomposition algorithm for
solving the original problem, as shown in Algorithm 2.

i.e., DUl can be viewed as the contribution of l if activated.
For the link with the largest contribution, if its contribution
is larger than a pre-defined non-negative constant ,5 it
means activating this link can increase the system utility
and this link will be activated at the calculated power level
p^l . Otherwise, the system utility cannot be increased and the
algorithm stops. At the end of the algorithm, it outputs the
power allocation to all links.

Input: dual variables fwl gl¼1;...;jLj ;
Initialization: pl ¼ 0; 8l 2 L; S a ¼ ;; S i ¼ L; U^ ¼ 0;
while S i 6¼ ; do
for l 2 S i do
p^l ¼ arg max ul ðpl ; S a Þ;
Calculate DUl according to Eq. (22);
end
l ¼ arg maxl2Si DUl (If the solution is not unique, randomly
select one link with maxl2Si DUl );
if DUl >  then
move l from S i to S a ; pl ¼ p^l ;
U^ ¼ U^ þ DUl ;
else
Algorithm stops;
end
end
Output: U^ as the solution of Problem 3;
The corresponding power allocation fpl gl¼1;...;jLj .
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In the proposed framework, both the problem formulation and the proposed algorithms involve global information of the network such as the link states and power
allocation. Therefore, a central agent is required to collect
the information and perform the optimization computation,
and a centralized approach is taken to develop algorithms
in this paper. However, the ideas behind the proposed
algorithms, such as the framework for jointly optimizing
different types of network resources, the corresponding
decomposition scheme to tackle the complexity issue, and
the interplay between different network dimensions and the
optimization, can be combined or incorporated with other
approaches to efficiently solve optimization problems in
various scenarios. For example, the concept of transmission
patterns can be adopted in online scheduling algorithms for
joint scheduling and power allocation in a dynamic network,
and the decomposition approach can be combined with
distributed algorithms to further reduce the complexity.
We leave these investigations for our future work.

5

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

It is known that, theoretically, the DCG-based iterative algorithm will converge to an optimal solution of the original
problem, providing that the sub-problem is optimally
solved in every step [34]. Therefore, in our case, the optimality of the obtained solution is determined by that of the subproblem. Below, we will first show how the performance of
the greedy algorithm affects that of the original problem
(Problem 1).

5.1 Performance of the Original Problem Solution
Denote the corresponding objectives achievably optimal
solutions of the original problem (Problem 1) and the subproblem (Problem 3) as E and U , respectively. When
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Algorithm 2 stops, let the solution of the sub-problem
^ and the corresponding
solved by the greedy algorithm be U,
^ Then we have the following
solution to Algorithm 2 be E.
relationship:

Theorem 1. The performance gap of Algorithm 2 in solving
the original problem is upper bounded by that of Algorithm 1
in solving the sub-problem, i.e.,
(23)
DE ¼ E^  E  U  U^ ¼ DU :
For the original problem, suppose the dual vector associ^ whose last entry is w
^ 0 . Before proving
ated with E^ is w,
Theorem 1, we first present the following result.
^ last entry (w
^ 0 ) is replaced by w
^ 0  DU , the
Lemma 2. If w’s
~ will still be a feasible solution to
resulting vector, denoted as w,
Problem 1’s dual problem.

Proof. Denote the dual problem of Problem 1 as:
Problem 1D (dual of Problem 1)
max
w

s:t:

w0 b
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consistency of unit in Theorem 1. Moreover, Theorem 1
shows that the performance gap of the original optimization
problems solution is bounded by that of the sub-problem.
Therefore, the performance of the decomposition algorithm
can be evaluated through investigating the performance
gap of Algorithm 1 in solving the sub-problem.

5.2 Performance of the Sub-Problem Solution
The objective of the sub-problem is the system utility, whose
maximum value is related to how many links can be activated simultaneously. Due to radio conflict, links sharing
the same radio will not be activated at the same time, otherwise both of them will result in 0 utility. Considering that
the tuple-link based multi-dimensional network model can
be abstracted as a graph with radios being vertices and links
being edges, the maximum number of concurrent links
with positive utility can be characterized by the matching
number of the graph associated with the network. Let M
denote the matching number of the network. We have the
following statement.
Lemma 3. In the optimal solution of the sub-problem, there can
be at most M links with positive utility.

w0 A  c0 :

Denote Ai as a column of A. For the columns in the
^ 0  DU will not affect
^ 0 with w
left half of A, replacing w
^ 0 Ai since the last row of left half of A only
the value of w
~ 0 Ai  ci
has zero entries. Therefore, for these columns, w
still holds.
Recalling that each column of the right half of A is associated with a TP, we can write Eq. (18) as w0 Aa  ca ¼
^ 0 , where Ua is the system utility achieved by
Ua þ w
pattern a.
^ we
Since the decomposition algorithm stops at U,
have
^ 0 Aa  ca  0
^0 ¼ w
U^ þ w
w
^ 0  DU  U :
~ and every column in the right half of A, we have
For w
0

~ Aa  ca ¼ Ua þ w
^ 0  DU
w
 Ua  U
 0:
~ is a feasible solution to Problem 3.
Above all, w

u
t

Then we continue to prove Theorem 1.

Proof. Suppose x and w are the optimal solutions of the
original problem (Problem 1) and its dual problem (Prob~ is a feasible solulem 1D), respectively. From Lemma 2, w
tion to Problem 1D. Therefore
~ 0b ¼ w
^ 0 b  DU ¼ E^  DU :
w 0b  w
0

According to weak duality, cx  w b, which leads to
E^  E ¼ E^  cx  E^  w 0 b
 E^  ðE^  DU Þ

Lemma 4.
1
u~1
U^
 PM

:
U
~l M
l¼1 u

(24)

Proof. According to Algorithm 1, the system utility will be
increased every time a new link is added, therefore the final
system utility of the greedy algorithm U^ will not be smaller
than that in the first round, i.e., U^  u~1 . On the other hand,
there can be at most M links
P with positive utility according
~l . Together we have
to Lemma 3. Hence, U  M
l¼1 u
1
u~1
u~1
U^
 PM

¼
:
~
M
M
u
U
1
~l
l¼1 u

u
t

Lemma 4 shows that the performance of the greedy
algorithm is constant-bounded, and implies two ways
of evaluating performance gap DU , which are shown in
the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The performance gap of Algorithm 1 in solving
sub-problem is upper bounded as

¼ DU :
thus completing the proof of Theorem 1.

The proof of Lemma 3 follows directly the definition of
matching number of graph.
pl ; ;Þ as the utopian utility of a link, which
Define u~l ¼ ul ð^
is its optimal utility when ignoring any mutual interference.
Notice that utopian utility is also the utility of each link in
the first round of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1), and
will not be smaller than the practically achieved utility
when the corresponding link is scheduled. Without loss
of generality, suppose f~
ul g is sorted in descending order,
i.e., u~1 > u~2 >   . Based on this, we can derive one performance bound of Algorithm 1 as

u
t

DU 

M
X

u~l

(25)

^
 ðM  1ÞU:

(26)

l¼2

As discussed in Section 4.1, it can be observed that both
performance gaps of the solutions of original problem and
sub-problem are in the unit of power, which shows the
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5.3 Bound from Sub-Problem Relaxation
^ estimating the upper bound of DU is equivaFor a given U,
lent to estimating the upper bound of U . An upper bound
of U* can be obtained by solving a relaxed version of
Problem 3 as follows.
The problem can be relaxed by ignoring some interference without changing the formulation. In other words,
the relaxation of Problem 3 can be done by reducing the
values of glm ’s. For example, one relaxation can be ignoring
all the interference or radio conflict in the network (i.e.,
glm ¼ 0; 8l; m 2 L) but limiting the total number of active
links to M . In this case, the utility of each link is independent
other links’ activities and the optimal system utility
Pof
M
~l , which is an interpretation of the bound in
is
l¼1 u
Eq. (25). However, in this case, tuple-links associated with
the same physical link usually have the same dual values
(wl ), which means they tend to be activated simultaneously
if mutual interference is ignored. As a result, in the solution
of this relaxed optimization problem, many links share
same radios, which is physically infeasible. Therefore, this
relaxation may yield a loose bound.
In order to formulate a proper relaxed problem to characterize an upper bound of U , we tighten the above relaxation by adding back part of the radio conflict as constraints.
This relaxation will ignore co-channel interference and
modify the radio constraint as follows: There could be at
most minfRu ; Rv g tuple-links activated on any physical link
between node u and v, while the total number of active
tuple-links in the network is limited by M . Denote the
relaxed problem as Problem 3R. The solution of Problem 3R
can be obtained by greedily picking f~
ul g as long as the above
constraint is not violated, as summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Solving Problem 3R
Input: f~
ul g (sorted in descending order);
Initialization:
Number of selected tuple-links on each physical link
nuv ¼ 0; 8u; v 2 N ;
Total Number of active tuple-links n ¼ 0;
Total utility U~ ¼ 0;
l ¼ 1;
while n < M and u~l > 0 do
Find l’s corresponding physical link uv;
if nuv < minfRu ; Rv g then
Tuple-link l is activated; n ¼ n þ 1;
nuv ¼ nuv þ 1;
U~ ¼ U~ þ u~l ;
end
l ¼ l þ 1;
end
Output: U~ as the (optimal) solution of Problem 3R.

Lemma 5. Algorithm 3 yields the optimal solution of Problem
3R.
Proof. Since the constraint only applies to each physical link
locally and there is no co-channel interference, the behavior of each physical link has no influence on other physical links. On the other hand, it can be observed that the
greedy selection of the links associated with one physical
link is locally optimal. As a result, combining the local
optimal solutions of independent physical links will yield
the global optimal solution.
u
t
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Define the list of utopian utilities as utopian list (f~
ul g; l ¼
1; 2; . . . ; L). In Algorithm 3, at most M utopian utilities are
added to the final system utility. Notice that these added
utilities may not be the first M ones (M largest ones) in
the utopian list, since some might be excluded due to the
constraint defined in Problem 3R. Then define the list of
added utopian utilities associated with the selected links in
Algorithm 3 as reduced utopian list (f~
uR
l g; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M ).
From the previous analysis, it can be observed that each u~R
l
will be no larger than the corresponding u~l at the same posi6
tion in the list, that is
~l ; 81  l  M :
u~R
l u

(27)

~ then TheoDenote the optimal solution of Problem 3R as U,
rem 3 directly follows:

Theorem 3. The performance gap of Algorithm 1 in solving subproblem is upper bounded as
DU  U~  U^ 

M
X

u~R
l ;

(28)

l¼2

where u~R
l are the utilities from reduced utopian list.
Compared with (25) in Theorem 2, the right hand sides
are the summations of the same number of entries, while
each entry in that of Theorem 3 is no larger than that of
Theorem 2 (as implied by (27)), therefore the bound in
Theorem 3 is usually tighter.
Combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 1, we can obtain a
performance gap for the original problem. The size of the gap
depends on the performance of the greedy algorithm and the
level of relaxation of Problem 3R. For the greedy algorithm, if
the links are highly interfered by each other, then it is more
likely that the myopic selection in the greedy algorithm will
diverse from the global optimal result. In Problem 3R, most of
the relaxation is done by eliminating co-channel interference,
which means the relaxation is looser if the interference is
intensified. Based on these, intuitively we can see that the theoretical gap will be larger in networks with higher interference
intensity, and smaller in a relatively less crowded network.

6

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider a connected MR-MC network with 25 nodes
randomly deployed in a 1000  1000 m2 area, as shown in
Fig. 3. Each node is equipped with one or multiple radio
interfaces, and there are multiple channels available for all
radios. The transmit power of each radio can take values on
a logarithmic scale from 0 to pmax . The parameter settings
are listed in Table 3.

6.1 Iteration and Optimality
We first tested the proposed decomposition framework and
greedy algorithm on several sample topologies. In order to
compare the result with the optimal solution, we solve the
relaxed problem (Problem 3R) as described in Section 5.3
and apply Theorem 1 to obtain the lower bound of the optimal solution.7 The result of the objective value of Problem 1
6. Here, the subscript l indicates the location in the list, not a link.
~l are at the same location in the corresponding lists,
That is, u~R
l and u
but not necessarily belong to the same link.
7. Theoretically, the lower bound is obtained when the algorithm
converges. However, since we solved the relaxed problem in every
round, the intermediate results are also presented as lower bound.
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TABLE 3
Parameter Setting
Parameter
pmax
Maximum transmission range
Channel noise power
Path loss factor
Flow demand
Number of radios
Number of channels
Bandwidth

Fig. 3. Sample topology.

(energy consumption) and the corresponding lower bound
of optimum (with intermediate results) are shown in Fig. 4.
As shown in Fig. 4, when the result converges, there is a
gap from the lower bound to the optimum. This gap naturally exists since the lower bound is calculated from the
relaxed problem which ignores all co-channel interference
and part of radio conflict. The optimal solution of the original problem will be worse (larger) than the lower bound,
thus the actual distance between our solution and optimum
will be smaller than the gap shown in the figures.
Remarks: The performance metrics used in the following,
energy efficiency and computation time, are network
specific. Therefore, we use numerical simulations based on
a sample topology to demonstrate the effects of different
parameters. Our simulations based on other topology
showed that the general trends and observations hold.
To avoid repeated presentations, we only show the results
from one sample deployment.

6.2 Effect of Power Control
One of our major contributions in this paper is the joint
scheduling and power control by applying more realistic
physical interference model in multi-dimensional resource
allocation. We compare the performance of the joint optimization with that without power control. Energy efficiency of
the network is used as the performance metric, which is
defined as the ratio of sum traffic demands of all commodities and total energy consumption (the objective function of
Problem 1).
In order to demonstrate the effect on energy efficiency
from joint optimization, we vary the number of available
power levels and compare the achieved energy efficiency.
Notice that when jPj ¼ 2, transmit power can only be either
zero or maximum transmit power, which can be viewed as
the solution without power control. The energy efficiency
corresponding to different number of available power levels
jPj is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen from this figure, the proposed approach with power control (jPj > 2) always outperforms that without power control. This is because when
without power control, whenever a link is scheduled for
transmission, the maximum transmit power is used, which
might be unnecessarily high and generates high interference
to other links. Especially when the traffic demand is low,
allowing links to transmit at low power levels can be

Value (Default)
10 mW
250 m
30 dBm
2
35 or 70 Kbps per flow
1-3 per node (2)
1-8 (4)
1 Mbps

beneficial in improving energy efficiency. A more finegrained power level set can also increase the number of TPs
and hence facilitates better resource allocation to reduce
mutual interference. Therefore involving power control into
joint resource allocation can improve the network energy
efficiency.
On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 5, further increasing the number of available power levels actually makes little difference to the network energy efficiency. For example,
to meet a high traffic demand, links tend to use high transmit power in order to increase link capacity, leading to no
use of low power levels. In view of the increased complexity
of Algorithm 2 for more power levels, it is suggested to
properly allocate the power level set according to the traffic
demand level.
We further compare the results under various maximum
transmit power pmax for the radios. As shown in Fig. 6, without power control, we may observe a trend that the energy
efficiency will decrease as pmax increases. Similarly as previous discussion, when pmax is increased, the fixed power case
has to use higher power for transmission, leading to a degradation in energy efficiency. While in the case with power
control, even if pmax is increased, radios are still able to use
low transmit power. As a result, the energy efficiency is
almost unchanged when varying pmax . In practice, if a large
pmax has to be chosen in order to satisfy high traffic demand,
then taking power control into resource allocation can help
maintain the energy efficiency of the network, which shows
another benefit of joint resource allocation.

6.3 Sensitivity to Radio/Channel Resources
We further evaluate the performance of the proposed joint
resource allocation under different network configurations
and investigate the effect of different types of network resources on energy efficiency. The energy efficiency comparison
under various numbers of radios and channels is shown in
Fig. 7. The missing data points (e.g., there is no curve for high
demand in Fig. 7a) is due to no feasible solution found after a
large number of rounds (which likely means the original
problem is infeasible).
In consistency with the previous section, it is observed
that the result with power control can outperform that of
fixed power (without power control) in all scenarios. As
aforementioned, more choices of power levels enable transmissions with lower power when traffic demand is low,
thus improving the network energy efficiency.
In Fig. 7, higher traffic demand often leads to lower
energy efficiency. Generally, higher traffic demand requires
more simultaneous transmissions or higher transmit power,
which leads to more co-channel interference and
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Fig. 4. Energy consumption of the proposed algorithm and the lower bound of optimum.

degradation of transmission quality as well as energy efficiency. Thus, a direct remedy can be exploiting more channel resources. As seen from Fig. 7, when more channels
become available, the energy efficiency in the high demand
case is not much less than that of low demand.
When there is only one or a few channels in the network,
it is more likely that simultaneous transmissions will take
place in the same channel and suffer co-channel interference, which will impact energy efficiency. While more channels means transmissions can be separated to different
bands and avoid co-channel interference. However, more
channels may not lead to better performance all the time, as
can be seen in Fig. 7. When the number of channels is very
large but the number of radios is limited, the extra spectrum
resource cannot be fully utilized due to radio conflict.
In other words, there are not enough radios to occupy
these channel bands. Furthermore, there is no obvious performance improvement from 2 radios to 3 radios when the
demand is low, which indicates that the one extra radio can
be turned off or put to sleep mode to save energy.
These results may guide choosing proper numbers of
radios or channels in the network. If the number of radios
is given, choose the least number of channels that can maximize energy efficiency of the network. If the number of
channels is given, turn on just enough number of radio
interfaces and turn off the extra radios. In addition, the
number of radios and channels can be jointly determined
according to traffic demand to avoid excessive expenditure
of resources. The results also suggest that there might exist
some level of redundancy in the network resources in the

Fig. 5. Energy efficiency under different number of available power levels.

sense that not all the available radios, channels or power
levels are necessary, and the optimal settings of these
parameters are preferred such that the network performance can be optimized without oversizing the problem.
Therefore, solving the joint resource allocation problems
can reveal the knowledge of how many radios/channels/
power levels will be actually used in obtaining the optimal
solution, as a guidance for practical network deployment.

6.4 Trade-off between SE and EE
Spectrum efficiency (SE) is defined as the ratio of achieved
data rate over spectrum resource (i.e., in this paper, the total
bandwidth). Generally when EE increases, SE will decrease,
and vice versa. Such a trade-off between SE and EE is
shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. We also compare the corresponding spectrum-energy efficiency (SEE) in Fig. 8c, which is
defined as SE divided by energy consumption.
Consider a simple example that if the bandwidth is doubled, then the transmission time of all the links can be
halved while the traffic demand can still be satisfied but the
energy consumption is halved. In this case, SE is halved
and EE is doubled. This simplified analysis can explain
the trends in Figs. 8a and 8b. However, the effect of bandwidth on EE is more than this. In the example, since
the transmission time of all the links is halved, it means
less simultaneous transmissions are required, which will
potentially reduce co-channel interference and thus
further improve energy efficiency. As a result, EE will be
increased more than twice. Following this analysis, the
trend in Fig. 8c can be explained that SEE will grow as
the bandwidth increases.

Fig. 6. Energy efficiency under different pmax .
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Fig. 7. Energy efficiency comparison under different network parameters.

Fig. 8. SE and EE trade-off under different bandwidths.

6.5 Computation Time
The computation time of the decomposition algorithm is
determined by the time consumption in each round and the
number of rounds to converge, where the latter depends on
the network topology and parameter setting. Even if the
topology and parameters are the same, due to the randomness introduced from breaking tied values, the
required number of rounds may also be different. Since
the iterative process can be viewed as finding more accurate evaluation of TPs and finding better TPs based on
the evaluation, the larger scale the network is, the more
difficult in finding the final result. As a result, generally
as the scale of network increases, it will take more rounds
to converge as shown in Table 4.
Within each round, the computation mainly consists of two
stages: the master stage of solving an LP problem and the subproblem stage of a greedy algorithm. Table 4 shows the average computation time per round in the first 100 rounds for
these two stages under different network configurations.
TABLE 4
Computation Time
configuration
1-2-140
1-5-350
1-8-560
2-2-560
2-5-1400
2-8-2240
3-2-1260
3-5-3150
3-8-5040

rounds

master-time

< 100
150 200
200 250
50 100
200 300
400 500
200 300
> 500
> 1000

0.03s
0.07s
0.12s
0.10s
0.27s
0.60s
0.21s
0.69s
1.32s

sub-time
0.03s
0.08s
0.14s
0.16s
0.59s
1.39s
0.47s
2.01s
4.67s

*(1-2-140 means 1 radio per node, totally two channels and 140 links).

The computation time of solving master problem is
mainly determined by the size of the constraint matrix AðkÞ .
In our case, the number of rows of AðkÞ is equal to the number of links, and its number of columns is initialized also at
the number of links but increased by one in each round.
From the result we can observe that the computation time
of master stage is almost linear with the number of links.
The time consumption in solving sub-problem with
greedy algorithm also grows with the number of links.
Within the greedy algorithm, links will be gradually activated until the total utility is maximized. The number of activated links or the number of rounds in greedy algorithm also
affects the computation time. For example, in Table 4, the 3rd
and 4th cases are both with 560 links, but the average time
consumed in greedy algorithm for the 4th case is longer than
that of the 3rd case. This is because in the 2-radio case, more
links can be activated simultaneously and correspondingly
the greedy algorithm will run more rounds to add these links.

6.6 Comparison with Random Algorithm
We further compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with a random pattern selection algorithm. The random algorithm takes the same initial pattern set as the
proposed one, while the set is further augmented with randomly selected TPs, based on which a one-shot solution is
obtained. In other words, the random algorithm solves
Problem 2 with a TP set constructed by the initial set and
added patterns. For the number of added patterns, we take
a number equal to the number of patterns used in the proposed solution (labeled as “random-1”) and a number ten
times of that (labeled as “random-10”) for comparisons.
For example, if 100 patterns (additional to the initial ones)
are selected in the proposed algorithm, then the random
algorithm is run twice with 100 and 1,000 random selected
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Fig. 9. Performance comparisons with random pattern selection algorithm.

patterns added, respectively. The performance comparisons
on computation time and energy efficiency are shown in
Fig. 9 under different network scenarios, with “Sample 1”
for 1 radio and 1 channel, “Sample 2” for 2 radios and 4
channels, “Sample 3” for 3 radios and 8 channels.
For the comparison of computation time, the random
algorithm shows its advantage since it is non-iterative and
the optimization problem only needs to be solved once. The
computation time is mainly spent in finding non-repeated
patterns to be added to the problem. In terms of the
achieved objective values, the random algorithm is always
outperformed by the proposed algorithm, since the proposed algorithm selects patterns more “smart” in the sense
that only patterns able to improve the objective value are
selected. Especially, when the network dimension is high,
in view of the huge number of possible patterns, it becomes
less probable for the random selection to cover the really
useful patterns. In this sense, the proposed algorithm scales
well with the network dimensions since the patterns are
selected based on utilities, which are the evaluations of the
patterns potential contribution to the objective.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated energy-efficient joint
resource allocation in generic wireless networks with multidimensional resource space. We have formulated a joint
scheduling and power control problem which aims at minimizing energy consumption of the network while satisfying
flow demand requirements. The large-scale problem with
coupled variables has been solved efficiently by decomposition based on DCG method and greedy algorithm. The solution provides a joint allocation of radio, channel, transmit
power as well as scheduling and routing. Theoretical analysis on the performance of the proposed algorithm has been
conducted, and numerical results demonstrated that the
proposed algorithm can improve energy efficiency of MRMC networks with joint scheduling and power control.
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